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”When you talk, you are only repeating what you already know.

But if you listen, you may learn something new.”

— DALAI LAMA XIV
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ABSTRACT

This document presents a performance analysis of four different And-Inverter Graph

(AIG) implementations. AIG is a data structure commonly used in programs used for

digital circuits design. Different implementations of the same data structure can affect

performance. This is demonstrated by previous works that evaluate performance for dif-

ferent Binary Decision Diagram (BDD) packages, another data structure widely used in

logic synthesis. We have implemented four distinct AIG data structures using a choice

of unidirectional or bidirectional graphs in which the references to nodes are made using

pointers or indexed using non-negative integers. Using these different AIG data struc-

tures, we measure how different implementation aspects affect performance in running

basic algorithm.

Keywords: AIG. Testing. Performance testing. Data Structures.



Comparativo de diferentes estruturas de dados de And-Inverter Graph

RESUMO

Este documento apresenta uma análise de desempenho de quatro diferentes implementa-

ções de And-Inverter Graph (AIG). AIGs são estruturas de dados normalmente utilizadas

em programas que são utilizados para design de circuitos digitais. Diferentes implemen-

tações da mesma estrutura de dados pode afetar o desempenho. Isto é demonstrado em

trabalhos anteriores que avaliam o desempenho de diferentes pacotes BDD (Binary De-

cision Diagram), que é outra estrutura de dados largamente utilizada em síntese lógica.

Foram implementadas quatro estruturas de dados diferentes utilizando grafos unidirecio-

nais ou bidirecionais aos quais os nodos são referenciados utilizando ponteiros ou índices

de inteiros não-negativos. Utilizando estas diferentes estruturas de dados de AIG, medi-

mos como diferentes aspectos das implementações afetam o desempenho da execução de

um algoritmo básico.

Palavras-chave: AIG, Teste, Teste de desempenho, Estruturas de dados.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This work focuses on the field of EDA, or Electronic Design Automation. More

specifically, we study AND-Inverter Graphs, a data structure that is widely used in the

logic synthesis of digital VLSI circuits, such as arithmetic circuits (OSORIO et al., 2004)

used in microprocessors where computer operating systems are built (ROSA et al., 2003).

1.1 Context and works from the Logics group

The Logics group at UFRGS has a long tradition of working in the field of EDA.

Early works include approaches for library free technology mapping (REIS; ROBERT;

REIS, 1998) (REIS, 1999) (CORREIA; REIS, 2004) (MARQUES et al., 2007), where a

circuit is mapped directly to transistor networks (SCHNEIDER et al., 2005) (POSSANI

et al., 2012) (POSSANI et al., 2013) (POSSANI et al., 2016) (MARTINS et al., 2011)

without using pre-defined (and pre-validated) cell libraries (REIS; ANDERSON, 2011)

(REIS et al., 2011) (BEM et al., 2011) (RIBAS et al., 2011) (REIS, 2012) (MARTINS

et al., 2015). Mapping directly at the transistor level can produce circuits that are more

efficient (SCHNEIDER; RIBAS; REIS, 2006). In order to produce efficient circuits at the

transistor level, it is necessary to produce good transistor networks with respect to power

consumption (BUTZEN et al., 2007) (BUTZEN et al., 2010) (WILTGEN et al., 2013)

and reliability (SILVA; REIS; RIBAS, 2009) (SILVA; REIS; RIBAS, 2010) (BUTZEN

et al., 2010) (BUTZEN et al., 2012), including networks for memory cells (NUNES et

al., 2013). Digital circuits can be synchronous (MARQUES et al., 2005) or asynchronous

(MOCHO et al., 2006) (MOREIRA et al., 2014), and this work will focus on synchronous

circuits.

The Logics group also introduced the functional composition method for logic

synthesis (MARTINS et al., 2010), which is used in applications for novel technolo-

gies such as threshold logic (NEUTZLING et al., 2013), memresistive material impli-

cation stateful logic (MARRANGHELLO et al., 2015), and redundant circuits with TMR

(GOMES et al., 2014) (GOMES et al., 2015).

Logic synthesis has a wide range of applications, from the basic methods to sim-

plify equations (KLOCK et al., 2007) to more efficient methods with the same goal

(MARTINS et al., 2010). In this work I will focus on evaluating different data struc-

tures for AIGs for large circuits, as proposed by my advisor, in the context of the work
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developed at the UFRGS Logics Group.

1.2 Context and And-Inverter Graphs

In integrated circuit technology latest advances implies the need to treat circuits

with several million logic gates. At the logic level, And-Inverter Graphs (AIGs) are one of

the data structure used to manipulate digital circuits. For this reason, scalability in mem-

ory usage and execution time is of paramount importance. In order to have data structures

that provide support for high performance algorithms, it is necessary to understand (1)

what are the possible variations for the data structure; and (2) how to test the software

implementation of the data structure, including memory usage, performance and other

tests.

Concerning possible variations in the data structure, it is known that different im-

plementations of the same data structure can affect performance. This is demonstrated

by previous works (SENTOVICH, 1996; MANNE; GRUNWALD; SOMENZI, 1997;

YANG et al., 1998; JANSSEN, 2003; JANSSEN, 2001) that evaluate performance for

different Binary Decision Diagram (BDD) packages, another data structure widely used

in logic synthesis. BDDs have been tested regarding performance issues in several stud-

ies (SENTOVICH, 1996; MANNE; GRUNWALD; SOMENZI, 1997; YANG et al., 1998;

JANSSEN, 2003).

The work of Sentovich (SENTOVICH, 1996) made the first study of performance

for BDD packages. Manne et al. (MANNE; GRUNWALD; SOMENZI, 1997), started to

investigate how memory locality influenced performance through cache hits and misses.

The work of Yang et al. (YANG et al., 1998) investigated the performance of BDD pack-

ages when applied to formal verification of digital circuits. A pointerless BDD package

has been proposed by Janssen (JANSSEN, 2001), aiming to exceed the performance of

a pointer based package using a index-based reference for nodes. In a subsequent work,

Janssen (JANSSEN, 2003) compared several BDD packages, including his pointerless

package. Despite all these studies, similar studies are lacking for AIG implementations.

Concerning software testing for different data structures, testing issues are not

well explored in conjunction with the EDA research field. The work of Wallace and

Bloom (WALLACE; BLOOM, 2012) advocated the use of several types of software test

to produce more reliable code, specially the use of the so-called unit testing to deal with

legacy code that is so common in the EDA industry. In the logic synthesis field, specially
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related to EDA tools, the testing research is focused in robustness and reliability from

a user point of view (PUGGELLI et al., 2011; SCHMIDT; FIER; BALCáREK, 2014).

The type of tests presented investigate how different equivalent input descriptions affect

performance and reliability. The use of different inputs for software tests is studied by

Ammann and Offutt (AMMANN; OFFUTT, 2017), where inputs are cataloged according

to some characteristics. This approach is called input space partitioning 1, in the sense

that the input space is partitioned according to the characteristics, in order to include

inputs with varied characteristics (i.e. belonging to different partitions of the input space).

Given that BDD has a substantial number of research papers regarding performance, in

this dissertation we will contribute with the performance analysis of other common used

data structure: AIG.

In this dissertation we will analyze and show the performance results of four dif-

ferent implementations of AIGs written specifically for this dissertation: pointer-based

unidirectional, pointer-based bidirectional, index-based unidirectional and index-based

bidirectional data structure. The pointer and index-based implementations were chosen

to investigate the impact of data locality, focusing in runtime and cache misses tests. The

unidirectional and bidirectional implementations were chosen to investigate the impact

of memory usage given that bidirectional implementations have additional directional

information. There are other possible different implementations of AIGs, for example,

adjacency list, adjacency matrix or incidence list that are out of scope of this work given

that the four chosen implementation are enough to have an initial investigation of data

locality and memory usage impact. These out of scope implementations could be used to

expand the investigation of different criteria in a further work.

The criteria of runtime and memory usage was chosen as a performance measure

given that papers that analyze BDD performance (SENTOVICH, 1996; JANSSEN, 2001)

already used these two criteria to investigation. Papers focused in investigation of data lo-

cality (MANNE; GRUNWALD; SOMENZI, 1997; YANG et al., 1998) use cache misses

criteria beyond the two previous performance criteria. Some works (FONTANA et al.,

2017a; FONTANA et al., 2017b) use just runtime and cache misses criteria in the results.

Considering the use of criteria runtime, memory usage and cache misses in these previous

related papers to investigate performance and data locality, we decided to use these same

criteria because they suit our needs of investigation.

Another issue that can influence the results of EDA algorithms are external bias,

1The book’s authors present two input domain modeling approaches: interface-based and functionality-
based
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for example, studied by Fiser (FIšER; SCHMIDT; BALCáREK, 2014) where it was

showed that permuted inputs can influence the results of EDA algorithms. In our ex-

periments we validated this external bias using different versions of AIG files with AND

nodes with the tag name defined following different orders: BFS and DFS. Given that we

did not find any influence in the execution of the path algorithm changing the tag name

in both different order, we decided to use only a fixed order of definition of tags for node

and focus the experiments to test runtime, memory usage and cache misses.

1.3 Organization of this work

Regarding the general work organization, in the chapter 2 we describe BDDs and

the evolution of papers regarding BDD performance issues concerned to pointer-based

and pointerless implementations, use of BDD in related works and then situating the goal

of this work regarding AIGs performance. In the next chapter we describe AIGs, the

AIGER format for AIG specification, use of AIG in related works and specific issues

related to AIGs necessary to understand the different implementations including the syn-

thetic AIGs. The four data structure implementations are described and their differences

are compared in the chapter 4. In the chapter 5 we present the information about the

computer used in the experiments, memory hierarchy, memory management, and perfor-

mance tools used in this work to collect the results. The experiment description, the basic

algorithm, and the results are presented in the chapter 6, showing the performance of the

four different implementations regarding runtime, memory usage and cache misses. The

chapter 7 is dedicated to the final analysis of the work pointing out the limitations and

future work.
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2 STATE OF THE ART

This chapter presents the evolution of studies of representation of circuit using

BDD from pointer implementation until the pointerless implementation. We list some

relevant work that use BDD. In the sequence, we point out the advantages of the point-

erless BDD implementation. We conclude this chapter positioning the contribution of

this work in the scenario of investigation of performance results of another popular data

structure circuit representation: AIG.

2.1 BDD

Binary Decision Diagram is the type of graph or diagram that can be used to

represent a binary function. Variables are represented by nodes and the variable values

are represented by edges. It is read from the top to the bottom. Two edges are derived

from each node: one for the 0 binary value and the other for the 1 binary value path. In the

base of the BDD we have one square representing the 0 value and another square for the

1 value. A complete path from the top to the base represents a combination of values that

will end in the result found in the respective square (0 or 1) in the graph base (WAGNER;

REIS; RIBAS, 2006).

BDDs are considered an efficient data structure for some applications, specially

many EDA tools in the area of formal verification (JANSSEN, 2001). Regarding the

data structure to represent the BDD considering the Fig. 2.1 each arc is a pointer in the

data structure and each node has two pointers. The truth table for BDD in Fig. 2.1 can

be seen in Fig. 2.2. Given that we have three nodes in this BDD in Fig. 2.1, using

the pointer-based representation, we would need six times the size occupied to store a

memory address in the architecture to represent this BDD in memory.
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Figure 2.1: An example of a valid BDD.

Source: André Reis

Figure 2.2: BDD And2 Truth table of the test Fig. 2.1.

Source: André Reis

Concern about BDD performance leaded to previous works (SENTOVICH, 1996;

MANNE; GRUNWALD; SOMENZI, 1997) that demonstrate that differences in data

structure implementation can affect BDD performance. Sentovich et al. (SENTOVICH,

1996) qualitatively compares ROBDDs that have complement edged and an efficient

memory management of intermediate results and unified storage for each variable. These

are considered state-of-art ROBDDs by the author. Time and memory usage are showed

in the results of this study. Manne et al. (MANNE; GRUNWALD; SOMENZI, 1997)

conducted an analysis of BDD packages using BFS and DFS approaches quantitatively

measuring the BDD packages CMU, CAL and CUDD. The results are showed in terms

of execution time, memory usage and percentage of cache miss rates. They showed the

positive effects of improvements in memory locality in DFS packages.
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2.2 Use of BDD related works

Reis et al. propose a class of BDDs that performs library free technology mapping

overcoming previous difficulties and allowing direct association of transistors with BDD

arcs (REIS et al., 1995b). In this sense, when the number of arcs is minimized in this new

class called TSBDD, the same minimization in number of transistors can be implemented

when dealing with physical implementation.

Reis et al. address the design of integrated circuits without using cell libraries, us-

ing instead CMOS complex gates as a mean to get better performance results. The library

free method proposed is based on the novel class of BDD, the so-called TSBDD (REIS

et al., 1995a). This class enables direct association of arcs and transistors, controlling the

overall number of transistors, and the number of serial transistors. The results showed that

a good trade-off can be get in terms of power, area and delay when using CMOS complex

gates instead of simple gates. The generation of logic circuits not based in cell libraries

eliminates the necessity of technology mapping.

Reis et al. (1997) use this new class TSBDD as a base for a method for mapping

a set of boolean equations into a set of Static CMOS Complex Gates (SCCGs) (REIS et

al., 1997). The tool TABA that implements this method was built and the experimental

results in this work demonstrated that this applied method delivers more reduction in

overall number of transistors compared to the published results in previous works for

Library Free Technology Mapping.

Correia and Reis (2001) choose BDDs as the data structure to be used in the verifi-

cation of function equivalence based on the criteria that when the work was written BDD

was the most used form to represent boolean function in EDA (CORREIA; REIS, 2001).

In this work, the boolean functions are classified in P classes, where the inputs can be per-

muted in place. The result is the same and NPN classes using inverters in inputs or outputs

will have the same result of other functions. It concludes that the criteria of number of

P classes is the best to use because P permutation is always allowed. The NPN classes

will depend on the cost of use of negation. A tool based on the special type of BDD,

called ROBDD was written for this work. This type of BDD implements strong canonical

boolean functions. The tool groups functions into P and NPN classes was built. The goal

of this tool is to enumerate the number of P and NPN classes of n-input functions.

Togni et al. present a tool that implements the functionality that can generate cell

libraries from boolean functions or truth tables (TOGNI et al., 2002). This higher level
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of abstraction to generate cell layout is not available in other tools, that uses as input

Symbolic Layout (Cadabra) or Spice description (Prolific). Boundary can be informed to

generate the cell layout: maximum number of cell inputs and maximum number of serial

transistors. It leverage a combination of logical and physical synthesis. BDDs are used as

inputs to generation of pass transistor logic in the transistor level cell description.

Poli et al. propose an unified method to build cell-level transistor networks from

BDDs (POLI et al., 2003). Another method to build these networks consists in mapping

a circuit into logic cells creating a library of cells. So on, these cells, that have their cost

metric defined, are placed and routed forming the final circuit. The unified method pro-

posed presents better results using transistor count as the key cost metric when comparing

with other methods that generate a complete library composed of all four-input functions.

Junior et al. (2006) compare different ways to derive transistor networks from

BDDs (JUNIOR et al., 2006). The experiment results of using disjoint pull-up and pull-

down planes demonstrates shorter pull-up and pull-down transistor stacks. It is used

unateness reduction that leads to faster circuits thanks to generation of near PTL logic.

Junior et. al (2007) compare two different CMOS logic styles, one derived from

sum-of-products equations and another from ROBDD graphs (JUNIOR et al., 2007). The

results are expressed in transistor count and logical effort. Related to BDD, in this work

some methods use BDDs as a base to generate transistor networks. Some methods are

based in multiplexer-based logic. Another uses direct switch association to BDD arcs to

build Logic Cells BDD-based networks, called LBBDDs.

Junior et al. (2008) propose a new static and disjoint logic style called LBBDD

(JUNIOR, 2008). Comparing to NCSP, it has the advantage that no factorization is nec-

essary to achieve optimized networks given that optimization are performed previously in

the BDD structure. This logic minimizes the total transistor count.

Rosa et. al (2009) compared six different approaches that generate transistor net-

works (ROSA et al., 2009). The method that generates transistor networks from BDDs

duplicates some nodes of the BDD to avoid the insertion of sneak paths in the BDD and

forced the achievement of the lower bounds. The application of this method results in

the reduction of the longest transistor chain, conducting to the achievement of the lower

bound.

Reis et. al (2010) propose a method to optimize a design and a library choosing

the best set of cells to implement the design (REIS et al., 2010). The maximum number

of arcs in series in a BDD implementation of the function can be used to implicitly define
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the additional set of admissible functionalities. BDD height representing the functionality

can be used to accept or discard functionalities when defining a library.

Martins et al. (2013) use the root node of a binary decision diagram (BDD) or

an integer to represent the function in the tuple function, spin diode logic tree from the

bonded-pair representation (MARTINS et al., 2013). This representation is an adaptation

of the boolean factoring algorithm using functional composition (fc) to synthesize a spin

diode network. Callegaro et al. propose an unatization algorithm that uses the data struc-

ture reduced and ordered binary decision diagram (ROBDD) as its base (CALLEGARO

et al., 2013).

2.3 Pointer-based and pointerless BDD packages

When machines passed from 16 bits to 32 bits two advantages could be pointed

out: more memory were able to be addressed and then larger BDDs could be treated.

However pointers passed from 16 bits to 32 bits and then BDDs had doubled their size

with 32 bits. In the work of Yang et al. (YANG et al., 1998) it was pointed out this

concern in the machines of the generation after 32 bits, with memory size greater than

4GB, that will double again the pointer size, in this case, from 32 bits to 64 bits.

Some BDD models were checked by Yang et al. (YANG et al., 1998). The authors

studied the effects of the BFS approach in memory locality, considering the cache hit rate.

They saw as a positive indication that index-based approach could lead to a solution to

this memory overhead problem, given that ABCD BDD package was the best in the study

and it uses index-based reference.

Aiming to solve some limitation of pointer-based implementations of BDD, a

pointerless BDD package was proposed by Janssen (JANSSEN, 2001). This new pro-

posed approach has same advantages comparing to pointer-based approach: size of in-

tegers can be controlled easily, by changing the type of integers; integers are allocated

by the program, not by the operating system; behavior does not change with operating

system; integers (32 bits) have smaller size than pointers (64 bits).

In logic synthesis the most used data structure is currently the And-Inverter Graphs.

Giving that AIG lacks similar studies of performance of pointer and pointerless imple-

mentations, our work is to measure how efficient is the index-based implementations

compared to pointer-based implementations using the AIG data structure.
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3 AND-INVERTER GRAPHS

In this chapter we present And-Inverter Graphs (AIGs), the graphs that we inves-

tigate in this dissertation, concerning different data structures for representation. This

chapter provides the necessary background to understand this type of graphs.

3.1 AIGs and AIGER format

And-inverted graphs (AIGs) are a type of direct acyclic graphs (DAGs) widely

used in logic synthesis. AIGs are composed of three types of nodes: input nodes, output

nodes or two-input AND nodes. A given node can have 0 or 2 incoming edges. Nodes

without incoming edges are considered primary inputs. Nodes with 2 incoming edges

are two-input AND nodes. Some nodes are marked as outputs. Edges can be direct or

complemented to indicate when a signal is inverted (MISHCHENKO; CHATTERJEE;

BRAYTON, 2006). Nodes marked as outputs do not have out-coming nodes.

A well established AIG format is defined by Biere (BIERE, 2007). This format

has been successfully used in the popular academic tool ABC (Berkeley Logic Synthesis

and Verification Group, 2018; BRAYTON; MISHCHENKO, 2010) and in the Simple

Flow Synthesis tool (LogiCS Research Lab, 2017; MATOS, 2017). The AIGER AIG

format specifies an ASCII format and a binary format. This format is supported by an

AIG library with tools to work with AIGER files. This library provides utilities such as a

translator from ASCII to binary format and vice versa. An example of AIG for the C17

benchmark circuit is shown in listing 3.1. The corresponding AIG graph is shown in Fig.

3.1.
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Listing 3.1 – Text description of the C17 benchmark in AIG format.

aag 11 5 0 2 6

2

4

6

8

10

19

23

12 6 2

14 8 6

16 15 4

18 17 13

20 15 10

22 21 17

i 0 A

i 1 B

i 2 C

i 3 D

i 4 E

o0 S0

o1 S1

c

C17
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Figure 3.1: C17 benchmark viewed as an AIG Graph.

Source: André Reis

The first line in listing 3.1 is a line containing information about the number of

elements in the AIG. This first line is called header. An AIGER file in ASCII format

starts with the format identifier string ’aag’ for ASCII AIG and 5 non negative integers

’M’, ’I’, ’L’, ’O’, ’A’ separated by spaces. The interpretation of the ’MILOA’ integers is

as follows. The maximum variable index is given by M=11 in the header in listing 3.1.

As in AIGs, variables are coded as integers, the maximum variable index can be used to

compute the maximum integer needed to represent AIG signals. The maximum integer

can be computed as Mi=2*M+1; Mi=23 in our example considering that the node with

the higher tag number, tag 22, can be negated (inverted), and then 22 (non inverted) would

be represented by 23 (inverted). This way, if vectors are used to represent the AIG, the

vector has to allocate until the maximum position Mi=23.

The number of inputs is given by I=5 in the header of listing 3.1. Meaning that

our example AIG has five distinct inputs. This can be observed in listing 3.2, where the

inputs 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 are listed one by line. Afterwards they are attributed the labels A, B,

C, D, E, one by line.
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Listing 3.2 – Text description corresponding to the inputs of the C17 benchmark in AAG format.

. . .

2

4

6

8

10

. . .

i 0 A

i 1 B

i 2 C

i 3 D

i 4 E

. . .

The number of latches is given by L=0 in header of listing 3.1. Latches will not

be used in this dissertation. We will restrict our experiments to combinational circuits

without latches.

The number of outputs is given by O=2 in header of listing 3.1. Meaning that

our example AIG has two distinct outputs. This can be observed in listing 3.3, where the

inputs 19, 23 are listed one by line. Afterwards they are attributed the labels S0, S1, one

by line.

Listing 3.3 – Text description corresponding to the Outputs of the C17 benchmark in AAG for-

mat.

. . .

19

23

. . .

o0 S0

o1 S1

. . .

The number of AND gates is given by A=6 in listing 3.4. This means that six

nodes in the AIG in listing 3.1 are AND gates. These are the nodes labeled 12, 14, 16,

18, 20, 22 in listing 3.4. The line 12 6 2 represents an AND gate whose output is variable
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Figure 3.2: C17 benchmark viewed as a digital circuit.

Source: André Reis

12 and inputs are nodes 6 and 2. The line 18 17 13 represents an AND gate whose output

is variable 18 and inputs are nodes 16 (but inverted, so referenced as 17) and 12 (but also

inverted, so represented as 13).

Listing 3.4 – Text description corresponding to the Ands of the C17 benchmark in AAG format.

. . .

12 6 2

14 8 6

16 15 4

18 17 13

20 15 10

22 21 17

. . .

Fig. 3.2 presents a circuit version of C17 benchmark. Notice that it has five

inputs (I=5), six AND gates (A=6) and two outputs (O=2). Also, all the odd numbers are

output of inverters, as odd numbers represent inverted signals. In the AIG graph this is

represented as dotted lines. In a circuit, inverters are explicit and always the input is an

even number and the output is an odd number, according to aiger convention for signals.

3.2 Use of AIG related works

Martinello et al. introduce the concept of kl-feasible cuts, that controls the number

of inputs (k) and as a contribution, the number of outputs (l) (MARTINELLO et al., 2010).

The concept of factor cuts is extended to kl-cuts, providing scalability. It is presented a

novel algorithm that computes kl-feasible cuts with unbounded k using as data structure

AIG. Figueiro, Ribas and Reis propose a technology independent synthesis algorithm

that uses AIG data structure resulting in a smaller number of nodes and logical depth
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(FIGUEIRÓ; RIBAS; REIS, 2011). This novel approach for AIG construction is based

on a new synthesis paradigm called function composition.

Martins, Ribas and Reis present a new paradigm for combinational logic synthesis

called functional composition (MARTINS; RIBAS; REIS, 2012). This method decom-

poses a boolean function into a set of smaller functions that implements it. A functional

composition algorithm variant for AIG rewriting is presented. The BDDs in these work

serves as a canonical representation of the function using ROBDDs for bounded pairs

representing logic functions. Concerning AIG rewriting, the bonded-pair representation

is a pair of <fr, sr>, where the functional representation (fr) is an integer array or a BDD

node. AIG node and structural information on the rooted AIG are contained in the struc-

tural representation (sr). In AIG rewriting the functional composition minimizes a cost

functions, usually the number of nodes or the graph height while constructing AIGs from

simple graphs. This method presents improvements in the number of nodes when com-

pared to different approaches ABC + FRAIG and FC factoring + FRAIG. Improvement

in logical depth is get when comparing to FC factoring + FRAIG.

Machado et at. present an approach to enumerate kl-cuts on top of mapped cir-

cuits (MACHADO et al., 2012). Comparing to kl-cuts on top of AIGs it was possible to

improve the circuits and replace them in the original circuits, aiming to improve delay

and area of mapped circuits, where preliminary results showed improvement in 19% and

24% in area and delay respectively.

Neutzling et al. (2015) propose a novel approach to synthesize circuits based on

threshold logic gates (TLGs) (NEUTZLING et al., 2015). the first task in this approach

is to compute priority cuts in the input AIG. Using AIGs as subject graph gives the ad-

vantage that the entire design is decomposed into AND nodes, which are threshold logic

functions.

Matos proposes a set of graph-based algorithms for efficiently mapping VLSI cir-

cuits using simple cells (MATOS, 2017). It is presented a sequence of phases until reach

the last phase that will delivery a more efficient circuit. The phases are: improvements in

AIG node count minimization, XAIG generation, deriving polarity graphs from XAIGs,

improvements in the graph coloring procedure, deriving optimized circuits from colored

polarity graphs and the are-oriented level-aware fanout limitation. As secondary contri-

butions according to the author, four contributions are presented: two of them related to

synthesis speed up called merging locally equivalent flip-flops and exploring two-output

flip-flops, and another two related to improvements to the quality-of-results (QoR) called
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improving the QoR with trade-off optimizations and improving runtime with parallel syn-

thesis respectively. The results showed improvements in average number of inverters,

transistors, area, power dissipation and delay when comparing with academic and com-

mercial approaches.

3.3 Labeling the nodes of AIGs

Labeling of AIG nodes must follow some strict rules, such that the number tags

are attributed in a way that guarantees the number attributed to outputs of a node are

always larger than the number attributed to inputs of the node. The next subsections will

discuss valid and invalid orders; then we will discuss alternative different valid orders for

numbering an AIG.

3.3.1 Valid and invalid orders for labeling the nodes of AIGs

Fig. 3.3 shows a valid order for numbering the nodes of an AIG. Notice that the

C17 benchmark illustrated in listing 3.1 and in Fig. 3.1 also presented a valid numbering

of nodes. AIGs with a valid order must have node numbering such that inputs have smaller

number than outputs.

Figure 3.3: AIG such that inputs have smaller number than outputs: a valid order.

Source: André Reis

Fig. 3.4 shows an invalid order for numbering the nodes of an AIG. The order is

invalid because the number of the output is smaller than the number of one of the inputs.
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Figure 3.4: AIG such that one output have smaller number than one input: an invalid

order.

Source: André Reis

3.3.2 Alternative valid orders for labeling the nodes of AIGs

It is important to notice that there is more than one valid order for numbering the

nodes of an AIG. One possibility is to number the variables of the nodes in Depth-First-

Search (DFS) order, as shown in Fig. 3.5. Another possibility is to number the variables

of the nodes in Breath-First-Search (BFS) order, as shown in Fig. 3.6.

Figure 3.5: A circuit where variables were numbered with DFS order.

Source: André Reis
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Figure 3.6: A circuit where variables were numbered with BFS order.

Source: André Reis

3.4 Synthetic AIG benchmarks

In the scope of this dissertation we use synthetic AIG benchmarks. The bench-

marks are perfect balanced binary trees from 10 to 25 levels of nodes. As binary trees,

the number of nodes is calculated by the formula n = (2L) − 1, where L is the number

of levels. The number of inputs is calculated by the formula i = 2(L−1). The respective

levels, nodes and number of inputs for each synthetic benchmark is presented in Table

3.1. These synthetic benchmarks have an important difference when compared to regu-

lar benchmarks that have millions of nodes: the number of inputs. Regular benchmarks

normally have a maximum of 800 inputs. Synthetic benchmarks have as much inputs

as the number of levels as we saw in the previous formula. So, it can be seen in Table

3.1 that since level 11, the synthetic benchmarks have more than 800 inputs. Synthetic

benchmarks were used to exercise the data structures but they lack features found in real

circuits. Regarding the limits of the synthetic benchmarks considering that each node has
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Table 3.1: Number of levels and nodes for the synthetic benchmarks which are complete
binary trees.

Levels Nodes Inputs
10 1,023 512
11 2,047 1,024
12 4,095 2,048
13 8,191 4,096
14 16,383 8,192
15 32,767 16,384
16 65,535 32,768
17 131,071 65,536
18 262,143 131,072
19 524,287 262,144
20 1,048,575 524,288
21 2,097,151 1,048,576
22 4,194,303 2,097,152
23 8,388,607 4,194,304
24 16,777,215 8,388,608
25 33,554,431 16,777,216

a different even number (starting with 2) as a tag when it is not inverted or it has the next

odd number when it is inverted, the node tag was implemented as unsigned integer and

32 bits were reserved to represent integers, it will be available (232) − 1 integers, that

corresponds to 4,294,967,295. Given that each node is represented by 2 integers (even or

odd depending on the inversion), it is possible to allocate 2,147,483,647 nodes in these

conditions.

3.5 Computing Depths on AIGs

A simple AIG task is to compute the worst case depth of each AIG node. Fig.

3.7 shows the worst case depths for an example AIG. The algorithm to compute these

depths is trivial. In this dissertation we implement this algorithm over four distinct data

structures for AIGs. Our goal is to verify how the data structures affect the performance

of the algorithms and this way to assert the quality of the data structures.
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Figure 3.7: The depths of the nodes in C17 considering worst case depths

Source: André Reis

Other data besides the depth of each AIG node that can be extracted by algorithms

running on AIGs are, for example, the degree of each node, that is the number of trees

subordinated to the node. Another example of data that can be extract is the degree of

each tree, that is the degree of the node with the higher degree considering all nodes of

the tree.

But for the purpose of performance evaluation of data structures, calculating the

worst distance of each node from its reachable inputs will pass through all AIG nodes,

which is enough for this evaluation.
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4 DIFFERENT DATA STRUCTURES FOR AND-INVERTER GRAPHS

The four implemented data structures for AIGs are discussed in this chapter. The

goal is to describe the different data structures that are used in our experiments.

4.1 Overview of the data structures

The data structures for AIGs were implemented in four flavors. These are the com-

binations of two possibilities for two different characteristics discussed in the following

subsections. The AIG in Fig. 4.1 will be used as an example in our discussion.

Figure 4.1: A simple graph.

Source: André Reis

4.1.1 Unidirectional vs Bidirectional

The information in an AIG is mainly unidirectional, in the sense that each AND

node has the information about its two inputs, but each AND node does not have any

information about the fan-out of the nodes.

However, the fan-out information can be discovered and stored in the AIG data

structure. In this sense, an AIG can be unidirectional or bidirectional. In a unidirectional

AIG, only the references for the inputs (fan-in) of the nodes are stored. In a bidirectional

AIG, each node stores information about inputs (fan-in) and outputs (fan-out).
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4.1.2 Pointer-based vs Index-based

An AIG data structure can also be pointer-based or index-based, considering the

way it references neighbour nodes. When the reference is made through a pointer, the

structure is said to be pointer-based. When the nodes are stored in a matrix and the index

of the matrix is used to reference nodes the structure is said to be index-based.

4.1.3 Four possible combinations

From the two characteristics discussed above, four combinations are possible.

These are: 1) pointer-based bidirectional, 2) pointer-based unidirectional, 3) index-based

bidirectional; and, 4) index-based unidirectional. In the following subsections, we discuss

this four data structures in detail.

4.2 Pointer-based bidirectional data structure

This section presents a version of a pointer based bidirectional (backward and

forward) data structure for AIGs. An illustration of the data structure can be seen in Fig.

4.2.

Figure 4.2: Pointer-based bidirectional data structure: all nodes are referenced as pointers

Source: Author

The data structure is composed of a hash table. This hash table is basically a vector
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of objects of type NodeBidirectional.

The class NodeBidirectional presents references to fan-in and fan-out nodes. This

makes the data structure bidirectional. The references for fan-out and fan-in nodes are

made through pointers, so the data structure is pointer-based. Consequently, this is a

pointer-based bidirectional data structure for AIGs.

The number of fan-ins for each node is fixed in two because all AND nodes are

two-input AND nodes. The number of fan-outs is not fixed because each node can be

referenced in a fan-in of no node in the AIG, that is the case of output nodes.

In the case of AND nodes or input nodes the number of references will only be

known in the moment that a new node is added to the graph and references it in its fan-

in. To support this variation in the number of fan-outs, all nodes implement the property

fan-out that is defined as a dynamic vector where a reference to a new node is added each

time this node is included in the fan-in of a new node. When a new node is created, the

number of fan-outs defined by default is zero, saving memory.

This vector with dynamic size definition give us flexibility to store any combinato-

rial circuit expressed by a benchmark like MTM (AMARú; GAILLARDON; MICHELI,

2015). If we were concerned only about synthetic benchmarks, that have a predictable

number of fan-outs, we could implement the fan-outs as an array of fixed size.

The use of a structure with dynamic size to store the fan-outs is crucial to save

memory when storing nodes. Given that normally a pointer that references a new node

will have 64-bits (4 bytes), if we pre-allocate 100 positions of fan-out for each node we

will have 400 bytes for each node.

If we implement this fan-out pre-allocation approach using, for example, the six-

teen MTM benchmark, were we have more than 16 million nodes, we will have 16 million

multiplied by 400 bytes that will result in 64 billions bytes necesssary to store only the

pre-allocated space to fan-outs. This corresponds to 64 gigabytes necessary only to pre-

allocate the fixed size of fan-outs, that is impracticable. Using the dynamic allocation

for each fan-out we will only allocate the necessary references to nodes that need to be

connected to the fan-out of each node.

4.3 Pointer-based unidirectional data structure

This section presents a pointer-based unidirectional (backward) data structure for

AIGs. An illustration of the data structure can be seen in Fig. 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Pointer-based unidirectional data structure: fan-outs are not implemented,

only fan-ins.

Source: Author

The data structure is composed of a hash table, whose is implemented as an array

of node objects with the size equal to the number of nodes. This hash table is basically a

vector of objects of type Node.

This properties of the class Node presents references only to fan-in nodes. This

makes the data-structure unidirectional. The references for fan-in nodes are made through

pointers, so the data structure is pointer-based. Consequently, this is a pointer-based

bidirectional data structure for AIGs.

4.4 Index-based bidirectional data structure

This section presents an index-based bidirectional (backward and forward) data

structure for AIGs. An illustration of the data structure can be seen in Fig. 4.4.

Figure 4.4: Index-based bidirectional data structure: array with inputs and ANDs

Source: Author
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The data structure is composed of two arrays of unsigned integers with fixed size

reserved for fan-in1 and fan-in2 respectively. The size of each array is equal the number

of nodes + 1. The fan-outs are stored in a dynamic matrix of unsigned integers with a

dimension having the same size of the fixed size arrays and the other dimension having a

dynamic size defined according to the number of fan-outs necessary for each AIG node,

the same strategy used in the pointer-based bidirectional implementation to store fan-outs.

The data structure is complemented with an additional array that represents the

output nodes. It is illustrated in Fig. 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Index-based data structure: array with outputs

Source: Author

The array of output nodes is an array of unsigned integers. The size is equal the

number of outputs.

The arrays arrayFanin1 and arrayFanIn2 present references to fan-in nodes. The

dynamic matrix references to fan-out nodes. This makes the data-structure bidirectional.

The references for fan-out and fan-in nodes are made throught unsigned integers that

represent the index position in arrayFanIn1 and arrayFanIn2, so the data structure is index-

based. Consequently, this is a index-based bidirectional data structure for AIGs.

4.5 Index-based unidirectional data structure

This section presents an index-based unidirectional (backward) data structure for

AIGs. An illustration of the data structure can be seen in Fig. 4.6.

Figure 4.6: Index-based unidirectional data structure.

Source: Author

The data structure is composed of two arrays of unsigned integers. The size is

defined by the number of nodes + 1.
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The data structure is complemented with an additional array that represents the

output nodes. It is illustrated in Fig. 4.5, the same array output definition used in index-

based bidirectional data structure.

The array of output nodes is an array of integers, the same array output definition

used in index-based bidirectional data structure.

The arrays arrayFanIn1 and arrayFanIn2 present references to fan-in nodes. This

makes the data-structure unidirectional. The references for fan-in nodes are made throught

integers that represent the index position in arrayFanIn1 and arrayFanIn2, so the data

structure is index-based. Consequently, this is a index-based unidirectional data structure

for AIGs.
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5 OPERATING SYSTEMS AND MEMORY MANAGEMENT

The work presented in this dissertation intends to measure the effect of different

data structures on the efficient memory usage of a host machine by the operating system.

In the previous chapter we discussed four alternative data structures to represent AIG

graphs. In this chapter we discuss the memory hierarchy of current computers and how

the operating system performs memory management.

5.1 Current computers

It is difficult to talk about current computers, as they keep always changing. For

this reason we will maintain our discussion on a simplified level, just to introduce the

concepts necessary to understand the measurements made in the scope of this dissertation.

Current computers are based on a memory hierarchy, that is available on-chip. Typically,

this means that the memory is organized in several hierarchical levels. This subject will

be discussed in section 5.2. The access that programs have to the different memory levels

is transparently managed by the operating system, as it will be highlighted in section 5.3.

The efficiency that programs have to access the memory system through the operating

system can be measured by monitoring tools. These tools will be discussed in sections

5.4, 5.5 and 5.6.

5.1.1 The computer used in the experiments

All experiments were carried out on server with:

• Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-7700K CPU @ 4.20GHz;

• L1 cache: 4 x 32 KB 8-way set; associative instruction caches and 4 x 32 KB 8-way

set associative data caches;

• L2 cache: 4 x 256 KB 4-way set associative caches;

• L3 cache: 8 MB 16-way set associative shared cache (CPU-WORLD, 2018), that

is announced by Intel as 8 MB Smart Cache; 1 and

• RAM Memory: 64 GB.

1According to Intel(R) (INTEL, 2018): "Intel(R) Smart Cache refers to the architecture that allows all
cores to dynamically share access to the last level cache."
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Software running on server:

• Operating system: Linux 2.6.32-696.1.1.el6.x86_64;

• Compiler: g++ (GCC) 4.9.2 20150212 (Red Hat 4.9.2-6);

• PAPI version: 5.6.1.0; and

• Valgrind version: 3.8.1.

5.2 Memory Hierarchy

Ideally all data that the processor would need should be available at the same

speed. But this is not possible considering the amount of data that is stored and needs to

be available. As we have different types of memory that leads to different performance

levels, the memory implementation strategy is to use a memory architecture composed

as a hierarchy. The memory hierarchy has the goal of give to the processor all available

memory in the lower level (cheapest) but with the speed of the highest (most expensive)

memory (PATTERSON; HENNESSY, 2014). A simplified view of a memory hierarchy

is presented in Fig. 5.1. Notice that the CPU cannot access directly all the memory levels

of the memory hierarchy. For this reason, data must be exchanged between the memory

levels and brought to a memory level in which the CPU can access them. So faster, more

expensive and consequently smaller amount of memory is available near the processor.

As far the distance from the processor, slower, cheaper and consequently bigger amount

of memory is possible to be used.

Using a memory hierarchy, it is possible to provide a balanced performance using

the speed of cache memory and the space with a low price per megabyte using hard disk

and flash memory. The current computers implement multilevel caches, usually in three

levels: L1, L2 and L3. The L1 cache level is designed for fast response. The L2 cache

level is designed for reducing cache miss, avoiding to go to main memory, that is slower.

Each core has its specific L1 and L2 cache. The L3 cache level is shared between all

cores available, as we can see in section 5.1.1. In current processors, that is the case of the

processor used in this experiment, the L1 cache is split in two caches with the same size

where one part stores data and the other stores the instructions. L2 is normally unified,

meaning that instructions and data are not separated. In the next section we discuss the

implications of the associated memory management.
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Figure 5.1: Simplified view of memory hierarchy.

Source: André Reis

5.3 Memory Management

Due to the nature of the memory hierarchy, the main memory has a larger capacity

than the cache memory. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 5.2. As a consequence, not all

data addresses from the main memory are present in the cache memory. When a program

tries to access a data that is not available in the cache memory, a cache miss occurs. At

this moment the operating system has to transfer the data block from the main memory to

the cache, so that it becomes accessible to the CPU. The block is the smallest portion of

data that is copied from a lower level to an upper level. This block transfer implies in a

delay for the program while it waits for the block to be transferred from main memory to

the cache by the operating system.

When a cache miss occurs the time necessary to get the data is composed by the the

memory penalty, that is the time spent to replace the data in the upper level with the block

in the lower level. Other important concepts related to memory management are latency,
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known as response time, that is the total amount of time spent since the start and the end of

an event, as for example to get data from the main memory. Another one is the bandwidth

or throughput that is the total amount of work done in a period of time, for example

the total of bytes transferred from the main memory (HENNESSY; PATTERSON, 2017).

Locality influences the number of cache misses and it is categorized in temporal locality,

that is when a data previously referenced has the probability to be referenced again in a

short space of time and (PATTERSON; HENNESSY, 2014) spatial locality that deals with

the high probability that another data in the same block will be used soon (HENNESSY;

PATTERSON, 2017). The number of CPU clock cycles that CPU needs to wait from the

memory, read or write, is called memory stall clock cycles. Regarding counting of cache

misses, it is common to refer them as number of cache misses per 1000 instructions.

As write in cache is a operation that can delays the system, two different strategies

can be used. It is called write through when data written in cache is written in the lower-

level memory at the same time. It is called write back when the data is written in the

lower-level of memory when the data is replaced in cache. The strategy is chosen based

on the specific behavior of the software.

Regarding cache levels in different types of computers, in personal mobile devices,

we usually have two cache levels (L1 and L2). Considering laptops, desktops and servers

we have three cache levels (L1, L2 and L3). Regarding secondary memory, personal mo-

bile devices use flash memory, laptops and desktops are converging to use flash memory

and servers use part of flash memory and most of the part of hard disk (HENNESSY;

PATTERSON, 2017).
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Figure 5.2: Memory management maps main memory to cache.

Source: André Reis

To monitor cache misses, current processors have counters that store the number

of cache misses and another events defined as relevant by the processor manufacturer.

Tools like Perf and PAPI use the data from these counters to show these information

related to the parts of the program being executed. These two tools are commented in the

subsequent sections, besides the Valgrind tool that works in a different way.

5.4 Valgrind Tool

Valgrind is better known as a suite of open source tools that serves to monitor

memory management and profile programs in details but it is an instrumentation frame-

work that is used to build dynamic analysis tools too (VALGRIND, 2018). These tools

are designed to be as non-intrusive as possible. When running the program with Valgrind,

it will take its control before it starts running it on a synthetic CPU provided by Valgrind

core. Then it is directed to the selected tool that will add its specific instrumentation code

to it and then the result will be send back to the core that will continue the execution

of the instrumented code as we show in Fig. 5.3. So the programs to be analysed by

Valgrind tools are dynamic binary instrumented and then they are run without the need

of recompilation, unless you need additional information as lines of code that are associ-
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ated to the error messages. If we want that Valgrind point out the error messages to the

specific lines of code of the program, in C or C++, we can recompile our program and

supporting libraries with -g option, enabling the debugging info. Another valuable option

to use is -fno-inline that will list the function-call chain when we are working with C++

(VALGRIND, 2017).

Figure 5.3: Valgrind simplified diagram.

Source: Author

According to the official site (VALGRIND, 2018), Valgrind has six tools related

to production-quality: a memory error detector (Memcheck), two thread error detec-

tors (Helgrind and DRD), a call-graph generating cache and branch-prediction profiler

(Cachegrind), and a heap profiler (Massif). There are three experimental tools included:

a stack/global array overrun detector (SGCheck), a second heap profiler that examines

how heap blocks are used (DHAT), and a SimPoint basic block vector generator (BBV).

Valgrind tools run in a plethora of platforms such as x86, AMD64, PPC, MIPS an ARM

supporting the operating systems Linux, Solaris, Darwin, Mac OS and Android.

In our work we used the default Valgrind tool aimed primarily at C and C++ pro-

grams called Memcheck that will monitor the memory usage of our software. It shows

the memory peak when running the program in bytes and if the program has any memory

leak. If any error is found, Memcheck informs immediately pointing out the source code

line with the error because we enabled the debugging info when the program was com-

piled. To get this information the program runs 10 to 30 times slower than usual. When

running experiments it is necessary to be aware of this performance penalty. Primarily

we used Memcheck to check if the program is running without any unexpected behavior:

accessing undesired memory areas, memory leaks and bad frees of head blocks. After

that we monitored the memory usage of our software.

Inserting extra instrumentation code in the program that is being analyzed Mem-

check checks all read and write of memory and intercepts calls to malloc/new/free/delete.
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Executing these checks and intercepting these commands the tools are able to monitor

commands that misuse the memory as trying to access not allowed memory areas, mem-

ory leaks and use of uninitialized variables (VALGRIND, 2018). We used Valgrind Mem-

check tool to collect the memory usage for each running of the basic algorithm using the

each of the four data structure implementations.

5.5 Perf Tool

Perf is a Linux profiling tool with performance counter. Perf is implemented as a

Linux command called perf and it is also called perf_events. It is included in the Linux

kernel and so, it it the official Linux Performance profiler. It can instrument CPU per-

formance counters, tracepoints, kprobes (kernel probes) and uprobes (known as dynamic

tracing). Performance counters are special registers built inside modern processors that

register hardware events as for example cache misses, or instructions executed. Fig. 5.4

shows the event sources collected by Perf. The availability of each counter is defined by

each processor vendor. Perf can obtain event counts using the stat option, record events for

later reporting using record option, or break down events by process using report option.

(PERF, 2018). Its interface is very simple, it enables easily record the events selected to

collect the results and generates a report with these results.

According to (GREGG, 2017) a Perf basic workflow can be defined as:

• list: find events

• stat: count them

• record: write event data to file

• report: browse summary

• script: event dump for post processing.

We tried to use Perf to collect the cache references and cache misses but given that we

were not able to isolate the code running the basic path algorithm we opted out to use the

PAPI tool, described in 5.6, where we were able to use this level of code isolation. The

lack of code isolation will lead to read the total of performance counter when loading the

input file into the memory, leading to data that will not be necessary to the experiment.
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Figure 5.4: Linux perf-events Event Sources.

Source: Brendan Gregg’s website (GREGG, 2018)

5.6 PAPI Tool

PAPI tool stands for Performance Application Programming Interface. According

to the official website (PAPI, 2018), it lets to see the relationships between the software

performance and hardware events when running the software. A lot of architectures are

supported: AMD, ARM, CRAY, IBM, Infiniband, Intel, Lustre, NVIDIA and Virtual

Environment. It has a low level and a high level interface.

PAPI is used in this work to collect the total number of data cache misses, specifi-

cally in L1 and L2 cache levels when running algorithm. Events of L3 data cache misses

were not available for the processor used in this experiment. The cache misses are col-

lect from hardware counters provided by PAPI API. Each architecture provides its set of

available hardware counters and available events. In PAPI, we can check the available

events using the command papi_avail. The Fig. 5.5 shows the flow of information to be

received from PAPI. It collects information from the kernel and operating system.
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Figure 5.5: PAPI tool flow of information.

Source: Author adapted from PAPI official website

It was possible to collect the cache misses with this isolation using a wrapper

available in the Open-Source Library for Physical Design Research and Teaching (GUTH;

NETTO; LIVRAMENTO, 2018). It is important to note that to successfully capture the

cache misses using PAPI, it is necessary to check if the host machine where the experiment

will be run has the cache misses events available, the program must be compiled without

optimization and the hardware counters must be reseted before running the experiment.
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6 RESULTS

The work presented in this dissertation intends to show and analyze the perfor-

mance when running a basic path algorithm using different data structures storing AIGs

of different sizes. In the previous chapter we discussed the memory hierarchy of current

computers and how the operating system performs memory management. In this chap-

ter we present the results of the experiments with four different data structures regarding

runtime, memory usage and cache misses.

During the runtime and memory usage test it was used the original compiled ver-

sion of the four implementations. To run the experiment that collected the cache misses

we inserted in the original code some instructions to collect the number of cache misses

found only during the execution of the path algorithm. These instructions and the code

used to call the PAPI API were obtained in Open-Source Library for Physical Design Re-

search and Teaching (GUTH; NETTO; LIVRAMENTO, 2018). All results are expressed

in figures of charts that relate all the four data structures with the specific criteria. To

get all the criteria values we loaded synthetic AIGs with the number of nodes defined in

function of the levels of nodes used.

Given that synthetic AIGs generated specifically for this work always have only

one output and the number of inputs are defined according to the number of levels follow-

ing the formula I = 2(L−1) where I is the number of inputs and L is the number of levels,

these synthetic AIGs serve to the purpose of this work to exercise the four implemen-

tations using a controlled and crescent number of inputs, levels and number of ANDS.

Considering that real combinational circuits with similar size normally do not have only

one output and so many inputs, we included tests using benchmarks with more than one

million nodes that are similar to real combinational circuits. These very large circuits

are called more than million benchmarks (AMARú; GAILLARDON; MICHELI, 2015).

They are available in binary AIGER format. These MTM benchmarks were designed

to challenge the size capacity of modern optimization tools (AMARú; GAILLARDON;

MICHELI, 2015). The information about the three MTM benchmarks used in the experi-

ments of this work is presented in Table 6.1.

Notice in Table 6.1 that the largest benchmark, the twentythree, that has more than

twenty three AND nodes has only 153 inputs and 68 outputs and a total of more than

twenty three nodes with 176 levels. Our synthetic AIG with similar number of nodes, that

is the AIG with 24 levels and a total of more than 16 millions of nodes, it has more than 8
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Table 6.1: MTM Benchmark information. This table was adapted from (AMARú; GAIL-
LARDON; MICHELI, 2015)

Name Inputs Outputs AND nodes Levels
sixteen 117 50 16216836 140
twenty 137 60 20732893 162

twentythree 153 68 23339737 176

million inputs and just one output. This example shows that the synthetic AIGs can serve

for tests but are very different from real circuits. All nodes of synthetic AIGs were name

tagged in depth order. The data was collected when running the basic path algorithm in

forward direction (from inputs to outputs) registering the worst distance from all inputs

until the output that is in listing 6.1.

The x-axis of all charts are the number of nodes processed. The points in the lines

of each chart are marks that express a new level of AIGs. The mark at the rightest end

of each line in the chart is the level 25. All tables and graphs that are related to the four

implementations use abbreviations for each implementation, for example, IB for Index-

based bidirectional data structure. All abbreviations are defined in the list of abbreviations

and acronyms in the first pages of this work.

6.1 Basic path algorithm

To exercise the four data structure implementations we executed a basic path al-

gorithm described in pseudo-code in Listing 6.1 that traverses all nodes using recursion

registering the worst distance (higher distance) from each node from the inputs that can be

reached by that node. Using recursion, the algorithm does not depend on the existence of

bidirectional connection between the nodes. Then it can be used successfully in unidirec-

tional and bidirectional implementations. This way, the depths from inputs to outputs can

be computed with a recursive routine even if the information in both direction is missing.
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Listing 6.1 – Pseudo-code of path algorithm executed to test the four data structures.

1 i n t computeDepth ( node n1 ) {

2 i f ( n1 i s p r i m a r y i n p u t )

3 re turn 0 ;

4 e l s e {

5 i n t d e p t h I n 1 = computeDepth ( In1 ) ;

6 i n t d e p t h I n 0 = computeDepth ( In0 ) ;

7 re turn max ( dep th In1 , d e p t h I n 0 ) + 1 ;

8 }

9 }

In lines 5 and 6 the recursion is called to compute the distance of the nodes in

each fanIn, and so traversing the node in depth until reach the primary input, setting the

distance in 0.

To illustrate how this algorithm works, we will demonstrate its execution in Table

6.2 using the AIG defined in Figure 6.1. Note that the difference from inputs for all nodes

are set initially in the value of -1.

Figure 6.1: AIG used for demonstrate the execution of the path algorithm.

Source: André Reis

6.2 Runtime

The time consumed to execute the path algorithm along all the AIG is considered

the runtime. To ensure the precision of time collected, the time started to be measured

just before running path algorithm and the time measurement was stopped just before
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Table 6.2: Algorithm execution showing computation number (Comp.), node being pro-
cessed (Processing), updated distance (Dist.) and all the nodes distance after each com-
putation.

Comp. Processing Dist. 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
1 s0 - -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
2 18 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
3 12 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
4 2 0 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
5 12 -1 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
6 6 0 0 -1 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
7 12 1 0 -1 0 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
8 18 -1 0 -1 0 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
9 16 -1 0 -1 0 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

10 4 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
11 16 -1 0 0 0 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
12 14 -1 0 0 0 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
13 6 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
14 14 -1 0 0 0 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
15 8 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
16 14 1 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 -1 -1 -1 -1
17 16 2 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 2 -1 -1 -1
18 18 3 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 2 3 -1 -1
19 s1 - 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 2 3 -1 -1
20 22 -1 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 2 3 -1 -1
21 16 2 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 2 3 -1 -1
22 22 -1 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 2 3 -1 -1
23 20 -1 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 2 3 -1 -1
24 14 1 0 0 0 0 -1 1 1 2 3 -1 -1
25 20 -1 0 0 0 0 -1 1 1 2 3 -1 -1
26 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 3 -1 -1
27 20 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 3 2 -1
28 22 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 3 2 3
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Table 6.3: Runtime of synthetic AIGs using each data structure implementation
Level nodes IB PU IU PB

10 1,02E+03 5,00E-06 1,00E-05 7,00E-06 1,10E-05
11 2,05E+03 1,00E-05 1,90E-05 1,20E-05 2,00E-05
12 4,10E+03 1,90E-05 3,70E-05 2,30E-05 4,10E-05
13 8,19E+03 3,70E-05 7,40E-05 4,70E-05 8,70E-05
14 1,64E+04 7,40E-05 1,69E-04 9,00E-05 1,83E-04
15 3,28E+04 1,47E-04 3,04E-04 1,82E-04 4,22E-04
16 6,55E+04 2,96E-04 6,24E-04 3,61E-04 9,06E-04
17 1,31E+05 5,91E-04 1,27E-03 7,20E-04 1,83E-03
18 2,62E+05 1,20E-03 2,61E-03 1,44E-03 3,64E-03
19 5,24E+05 2,41E-03 5,29E-03 3,10E-03 7,31E-03
20 1,05E+06 4,75E-03 1,05E-02 5,80E-03 1,46E-02
21 2,10E+06 9,51E-03 2,13E-02 1,16E-02 2,95E-02
22 4,19E+06 1,91E-02 4,22E-02 2,33E-02 5,86E-02
23 8,39E+06 3,93E-02 8,46E-02 4,63E-02 1,17E-01
24 1,68E+07 7,58E-02 1,69E-01 9,28E-02 2,36E-01
25 3,36E+07 1,57E-01 3,38E-01 1,87E-01 4,68E-01

Table 6.4: Runtime of MTM Benchmarks using each data structure implementation
Benchmark nodes IB PU IU PB

sixteen 1,62E+07 1,04E+00 1,41E+00 1,47E+00 1,59E+00
twenty 2,07E+07 1,48E+00 1,95E+00 2,05E+00 2,22E+00

twentythree 2,33E+07 1,72E+00 2,28E+00 2,36E+00 2,57E+00

finishing the execution of path algorithm. This was done directly in the source code of the

software that implements each data structure and has the path algorithm.

All further analyzed data of the runtime of synthetic AIGs are presented in the

Table 6.3. The Table 6.4 presents the runtime of the MTM Benchmarks.

Regarding synthetic AIGs we can see in Fig. 6.2 that the runtime for index-based

unidirectional is higher than index-based bidirectional. The average difference is 23.18%.

This is an unexpected result because we expected that index-based unidirectional imple-

mentation had the best runtime considering that this is the smaller implementation and

so we would have less data to process when running the path algorithm. Considering

the both pointer-based implementation, the result occurred as expected with the smaller

implementation in terms of node size having the best performance, the pointer-based uni-

directional.

The implementation with best performance and the one with worst performance

for synthetic AIGs, respectively the index-based bidirectional and the pointer-based bidi-
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rectional, are the same when considering the MTM Benchmarks. The results are different

when comparing the runtime of pointer-based unidirectional and index-based unidirec-

tional, where the performance of the first implementation is better than the second one.

This difference in the positions of the implementations when comparing the syn-

thetic benchmarks and the MTM benchmarks shows an opportunity for further investiga-

tion using different algorithms and even different combinational circuits trying to identify

what are the causes of this differences and if this is a pattern for every combinational

circuit with features different from synthetic benchmarks.

Figure 6.2: Runtime of running path algorithm in all four data structures.

Source: Author

6.3 Memory usage

All the data was collected using the Valgrind tool Memcheck (VALGRIND, 2018)

using the command listed in Listing 6.2.

Listing 6.2 – Valgrind command used to collect memory usage.

v a l g r i n d . / < program > <program p a r a m e t e r s >

It is important to note that it was not possible to isolate the code that executed

the path algorithm when collecting memory usage given that Valgrind tool Memcheck

executes the program as it was originally compiled. Then, the results of memory usage

consider the total memory usage along all the execution of each implementation since the

reading of each node defined in the AIGER file and the storing in each position of the

respective implementation.

Considering that the memory usage is proportional to the number of nodes being
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Table 6.5: Memory usage for synthetic AIGs using each data structure implementation
Level nodes IB PU IU PB

10 1,02E+03 7,24E+04 8,07E+04 4,37E+04 1,63E+05
11 2,05E+03 1,13E+05 1,30E+05 5,60E+04 2,94E+05
12 4,10E+03 1,95E+05 2,28E+05 8,06E+04 5,56E+05
13 8,19E+03 3,59E+05 4,25E+05 1,30E+05 1,08E+06
14 1,64E+04 6,87E+05 8,18E+05 2,28E+05 2,13E+06
15 3,28E+04 1,34E+06 1,60E+06 4,25E+05 4,23E+06
16 6,55E+04 2,65E+06 3,18E+06 8,18E+05 8,42E+06
17 1,31E+05 5,27E+06 6,32E+06 1,60E+06 1,68E+07
18 2,62E+05 1,05E+07 1,26E+07 3,18E+06 3,36E+07
19 5,24E+05 2,10E+07 2,52E+07 6,32E+06 6,71E+07
20 1,05E+06 4,20E+07 5,04E+07 1,26E+07 1,34E+08
21 2,10E+06 8,39E+07 1,01E+08 2,52E+07 2,68E+08
22 4,19E+06 1,68E+08 2,01E+08 5,04E+07 5,37E+08
23 8,39E+06 3,36E+08 4,03E+08 1,01E+08 1,07E+09
24 1,68E+07 6,71E+08 8,05E+08 2,01E+08 2,15E+09
25 3,36E+07 1,34E+09 1,61E+09 4,03E+08 4,29E+09

Table 6.6: Memory usage for MTM Benchmarks using each data structure implementa-
tion

Benchmark nodes IB PU IU PB
sixteen 1,62E+07 8,20E+08 7,78E+08 1,95E+08 2,42E+09
twenty 2,07E+07 1,09E+09 9,95E+08 2,49E+08 3,17E+09

twentythree 2,33E+07 1,22E+09 1,12E+09 2,80E+08 3,57E+09

processed, we believe that this incapacity of code isolation to get the memory usage only

when running the path algorithm does not invalidate the experiments.

All further analyzed data of the memory usage of synthetic AIGs are presented in

the Table 6.5. The Table 6.6 presents the memory usage of the MTM Benchmarks.

Considering synthetic benchmarks, we got the expected results in the order of the

best performance (less memory usage) to the worst performance of each implementa-

tion: index-based unidirectional, index-based bidirectional, pointer-based unidirectional

and pointer-based bidirectional. Given that we have a linear increase in the memory us-

age according to the number of nodes, we believe that these positions in the ranking of

memory usage reflect a trivial conclusion: smaller node in size occupy less memory.

Regarding MTM Benchmarks, the difference in memory usage compared to syn-

thetic benchmarks is that index-based bidirectional implementation has a sensible higher

memory usage than pointer-based unidirectional. As it was noticed with runtime, this

difference can be explored in future works related to AIG data structure implementations.
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Figure 6.3: Memory usage after running path algorithm in all four data structures.

Source: Author

6.4 Cache misses

Only cache misses that occurred running the path algorithm in each of the four

data structures will be considered in our results. It was tried to get all the cache references

and all the cache misses aiming to find out the percentage of cache misses according to all

cache references using the Perf tool, but when running the command to get all the cache

references and cache misses, it was noticed that the variation running the same command

was higher than 30%. It was not possible to isolate the code that runs the path algorithm

too. So we decided not to use the Perf tool to collect cache misses data because this high

percentage of variation would invalidate the isolation necessary to use the cache reference

and cache miss as a valid measure.

So another tool was used, the PAPI tool (PAPI, 2018). Using this tool we were

not able to collect the percentage of cache misses considering all cache references, but

we were able to collect the cache misses that occurred in the isolated code that runs the

path algorithm. We were able to collect cache misses for cache levels 1 and 2. The PAPI

events for cache misses in cache level 3 was not available. In PAPI Preset Events list

cache level 3 is called PAPI_L3_DCM (Level 3 Data Cache Misses) after running the

papi_avail command in the host computer.

We measured the L1 and L2 cache level events, specifically data cache misses.

The results for synthetic benchmark for each respective cache level is presented in Table

6.7 and Table 6.9. The results for MTM benchmarks are showed in Table 6.8 and Table

6.10. PAPI Preset Events for cache misses in level 1 and level 2 are called respectively
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PAPI_L1_DCM (Level 1 Data Cache Misses) and PAPI_L2_DCM (Level 2 Data Cache

Misses).

Considering the synthetic benchmarks, despite the different cache level (L2), and

different quantity of cache misses as it can be seen in Fig. 6.5, the scenario is the same

in L1 cache as it can be seen in Fig. 6.4: the data structure with less cache misses is

index-based bidirectional. Still considering only the synthetic benchmarks, it is important

to note that in the graph in Fig. 6.4 and Fig. 6.5 the number of cache misses of index-

based unidirectional is almost equal to the respective number of cache misses of index-

based bidirectional. So, in these both graphs, the line for index-based unidirectional is

hidden behind the line for index-based bidirectional. In L1 cache level, the number of

cache misses of index-based unidirectional is in average 1.05% higher than index-based

bidirectional. In L2 cache level, the position of number of cache misses for the both

index-based implementations is the same but the difference is a little higher than in the

L1 cache level, 1,4%.

Regarding MTM Benchmarks we have the same result found in runtime and mem-

ory usage tests: the ranking of implementations is different when compared to synthetic

benchmarks. Pointer-based unidirectional presented the lower number of cache misses

followed by index-based bidirectional, index-based unidirectional and then pointer-based

bidirectional. Comparing the results from L1 and L2 cache levels for MTM Benchmarks,

we can see that in L2 cache level, the difference between pointer-based unidirectional

and index-based bidirectional is lower than in L1 cache level. On the other hand, in L1

cache level the difference between index-based bidirectional, index-based unidirectional

and pointer-based bidirectional is lower when compared to the same three implementation

in L2 cache level.
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Table 6.7: L1 cache misses for synthetic AIGs using each data structure implementation
Level nodes IB PU IU PB

10 1,02E+03 1,60E+02 8,18E+02 1,67E+02 1,62E+03
11 2,05E+03 2,91E+02 1,60E+03 2,90E+02 3,20E+03
12 4,10E+03 5,67E+02 3,15E+03 5,62E+02 6,37E+03
13 8,19E+03 1,09E+03 6,26E+03 1,09E+03 1,27E+04
14 1,64E+04 2,14E+03 1,25E+04 2,14E+03 2,53E+04
15 3,28E+04 4,28E+03 2,48E+04 4,27E+03 5,05E+04
16 6,55E+04 8,52E+03 4,96E+04 8,56E+03 1,01E+05
17 1,31E+05 1,70E+04 9,90E+04 1,69E+04 2,01E+05
18 2,62E+05 3,39E+04 1,98E+05 3,39E+04 4,04E+05
19 5,24E+05 6,74E+04 3,96E+05 6,76E+04 8,05E+05
20 1,05E+06 1,35E+05 7,92E+05 1,35E+05 1,61E+06
21 2,10E+06 2,69E+05 1,58E+06 2,73E+05 3,23E+06
22 4,19E+06 5,36E+05 3,18E+06 5,37E+05 6,45E+06
23 8,39E+06 1,07E+06 6,33E+06 1,07E+06 1,29E+07
24 1,68E+07 2,14E+06 1,27E+07 2,14E+06 2,58E+07
25 3,36E+07 4,29E+06 2,54E+07 4,38E+06 5,16E+07

Table 6.8: L1 cache misses for MTM Benchmarks using each data structure implementa-
tion

Benchmark nodes IB PU IU PB
sixteen 1,62E+07 7,23E+07 5,43E+07 7,31E+07 7,43E+07
twenty 2,07E+07 1,03E+08 7,93E+07 1,04E+08 1,08E+08

twentythree 2,33E+07 1,20E+08 9,16E+07 1,22E+08 1,26E+08
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Table 6.9: L2 cache misses for synthetic AIGs using each data structure implementation
Level nodes IB PU IU PB

10 1,02E+03 4,93E+02 1,69E+03 5,09E+02 3,89E+03
11 2,05E+03 7,41E+02 3,37E+03 7,37E+02 7,49E+03
12 4,10E+03 1,34E+03 6,43E+03 1,29E+03 1,48E+04
13 8,19E+03 2,44E+03 1,26E+04 2,45E+03 2,96E+04
14 1,64E+04 4,74E+03 2,51E+04 4,87E+03 5,81E+04
15 3,28E+04 9,42E+03 5,01E+04 9,62E+03 1,16E+05
16 6,55E+04 1,88E+04 1,02E+05 1,90E+04 2,31E+05
17 1,31E+05 3,73E+04 1,98E+05 3,76E+04 4,61E+05
18 2,62E+05 7,40E+04 3,95E+05 7,40E+04 9,21E+05
19 5,24E+05 1,48E+05 7,91E+05 1,48E+05 1,84E+06
20 1,05E+06 2,95E+05 1,58E+06 2,94E+05 3,68E+06
21 2,10E+06 5,88E+05 3,17E+06 5,92E+05 7,37E+06
22 4,19E+06 1,17E+06 6,33E+06 1,18E+06 1,48E+07
23 8,39E+06 2,35E+06 1,27E+07 2,35E+06 2,95E+07
24 1,68E+07 4,67E+06 2,53E+07 4,69E+06 5,89E+07
25 3,36E+07 9,40E+06 5,06E+07 9,47E+06 1,18E+08

Table 6.10: L2 cache misses for MTM Benchmarks using each data structure implemen-
tation

Benchmark nodes IB PU IU PB
sixteen 1,62E+07 1,24E+08 1,15E+08 1,33E+08 1,62E+08
twenty 2,07E+07 1,77E+08 1,66E+08 2,04E+08 2,28E+08

twentythree 2,33E+07 2,07E+08 1,93E+08 2,31E+08 2,63E+08

Figure 6.4: L1 Data cache misses count after running path algorithm in all four data

structures.

Source: Author
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Figure 6.5: L2 Data cache misses count after running path algorithm in all four data

structures.

Source: Author

This chapter has presented the experiment results that collected runtime, memory

usage and cache misses when running the path algorithm that calculates the distance nodes

using the four data structures. These results showed the behavior of each data structure

with synthetic AIGs with 10 to 25 levels of nodes and with MTM Benchmarks. It was

showed both in the results of synthetic benchmarks and MTM benchmarks that index-

based bidirectional data structure is more efficient in term of time as it can be seen in Fig.

6.2 compared to the respective unidirectional data structure. But there is a price to pay: it

is necessary to store the fanouts, which implies in store more data to have more runtime

efficiency, as we can see in Fig. 6.3 where the index-based bidirectional is the second

data structure that presented more memory usage. Considering the balance of runtime,

memory usage and cache misses of synthetic Benchmarks and MTM Benchmarks, index-

based bidirectional data structure is the best choice comparing to the other three data

structures.
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7 CONCLUSION

In this work we have implemented and compared four different data structures for

And-Inverter Graphs. Our goal was to verify in practice that the implementation of AIGs

as an integer index-based unidirectional data structure presents in practice a superior per-

formance compared to other implementations. This has been verified through the results

presented in the previous chapter. We believe this superior performance comes from three

characteristics. First, using integer indexes instead of pointers results in a more compact

data structure, because integers have 32 bits, while pointers have 64 bits. Using integer in-

dexes results then in a more compact data structure. Second, using a data structure that is

unidirectional also reduces the memory consumption, as references are stored in a single

direction (backwards). Sometimes this requires some creativity, to implement algorithms

with unidirectional references. Third, using vectors (instead of pointers) results in more

memory locality, as vector elements are stored contiguously. This conclusion is valid to

synthetic benchmarks.

Considering only MTM benchmarks performance results, the pointer-based uni-

directional showed the best results. This suggests that when using real circuits the use of

pointer-based implementation can be a good approach. But it is necessary further studies

to conclude this regarding MTM benchmarks.

These are important conclusions, but still they have to be taken cautiously due to

some limitations in the scope of this work. These limitations are discussed in the next

section.

7.1 Limitations of this work

This work has some important limitations that must be highlighted. In the fol-

lowing we identify these limitations for future readers to understand these limitations and

perhaps improve the experiments.

First, we have chosen only four different implementations of data structures that

serve for the purpose of the evaluation of the impacts of pointer and pointerless strategy.

Given that we got different results when testing using synthetic benchmarks and using

MTM benchmarks it would be important to measure the behavior of different data struc-

tures for circuits such as adjacency matrix, incidence matrix and adjacency list. These

expanded experiments could help to understand what is the best data structure to fit each
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different need.

Second, we tested for a single algorithm. A more thorough analysis would be

needed to test using different algorithms. Some suggestion of different algorithms are

BFS-based algorithms given that our implemented algorithm is a DFS-based algorithm,

or for example the well-known Dijkstra algorithm. However, there is a considered amount

of work involved in this experiment, as it would be necessary to implement each algorithm

four times, one for each data structure.

Third, the use of a vector to implement the hash table in the pointer-based data

structure gives a vectorial characteristic to the pointer-based data structures. In this case,

the data is accessed by a pointer reference, but all pointer references are allocated in a

vector that implements sequential organization. A purely pointer based data structure

would be more sparse in nature and could be a better way of implementation to test the

impact of the use of a data structure completely implemented that is not oriented to data

locality. We believe that using a purely pointer-based data structure would led to worst

results in runtime and cache misses tests.

7.2 Final Remarks and Future Work

Despite the limitations cited, this work is a first step towards evaluating different

data structures for AIGs. We have been careful to highlight these limitations so that

future work can consider these points and develop a more complete evaluation. Besides

the suggestions already mentioned in the previous section, here we list more suggestions

that could expand this work.

The experiments were executed in a multi-core CPU but this architecture was not

explored in level of multi-threading in the software implementation. A suggestion of fu-

ture work would be to explore the multi-core architecture in the software implementation

to understand what could be the possible gains and losses. A work in this direction related

to BDD was published by Elbayoumi, Hsiao and ElNainay (ELBAYOUMI; HSIAO; EL-

NAINAY, 2013) that could be an inspiration to research in the same direction, but using

AIGs.

Machine learning is an area of expertise that could be explored to construct algo-

rithms that could decide the best data structure to be used based on the circuit structure

and future application of this circuit. Beerel and Pedram (BEEREL; PEDRAM, 2018)

present opportunities for machine learning in EDA.
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